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With six bolts
Take	to =2<2 = 2210 Ibs.
With a direct tension of 2210 Ibs. due to screwing up, there is also the stress due to torsion. As stated in § 91, this may increase the fiber stress 20 per cent over that due to direct tension. To allow for this the bolts used must be capable of safely sustaining a stress of 2210X1.20 = 2650 Ibs.
The allowable unit stress here may be taken rather high, since the conditions after once screwing up approximate a steady load. Assume steel bolts with an allowable unit stress of 15,000 Ibs.
The area of each bolt at the bottom, of the thread will then
2650
be — * — =0.177 sq. in.     This value lies between a ft- inch and 15000         "     i
a -f-inch bolt. Select the latter with an area of 0.202 sq. in. To exert an initial tension of 2250 Ibs. in a jj-inch bolt would require a pull of about 30 Ibs. on a lo-inch wrench. (See § 91.) These values just about correspond to actual conditions in practice.
94. Problem II. — It is required to design the fastenings to hold on the steam-chest cover of a steam-engine. The opening to be covered is rectangular, io'7Xi2". The maximum steam-pressure is 100 Ibs. per square inch. The joint must be held steam-tight. Studs of machinery steel having an ultimate tensile strength of 60,000 Ibs. per square inch will be used.
The total working pressure = loX 12 X 100= 12,000 Ibs.
The number of studs to be used will be governed by the distance they may be spaced without springing of the cover. The thickness of the latter being assumed to be f inch at the edge, the spacing should not exceed 5 Xf//sss V> sav 4 inches.

